HARRY CLOTTER AND THE CHAMBER OF SECRETIONS
ALONG CAME A POLYP DUDE, WHERE’S MY RETINA?
LOST IN TRANSPLANTATION FINDING CHEMO
MASTER AND COMMANDER: THE FAR SIDE OF THE WARD
FATAL IMPACTION WIZARD OF GAUZE
20,000 COLLEAGUES UNDER MAGEE SQUIRMINATOR 2: MATCH DAY
MYSTIC LIVER THE MATRIX: REIMPACTED
NO SEX IN THIS CITY XXY BORED OF ATTENDINGS
A LONG DAMN FOLEY SPIDER ANGIOMA MAN
GLOVE ACTUALLY 50 FIRST RECTALS
FERRIS BULLAE’S DAY OFF DIRTY DRESSING, PRESBY NIGHTS
MEDICAL SCHOOL, INTOLERABLE CRUELTY
HERPES ARE FOREVER LORD OF THE INGUINAL RING
SOMEONE’S GOTA LIVE FRIABLE GREEN STOMAS 1460 DAYS LATER
DON’T KILL BILL: VOL. 1 PETER PANUS GOUTY
MEET THE RESIDENTS WEEKEND AT MOSER’S BRIDGET JONES’ DIARRHEA
DIAMOX IS FOREVER SCHOOL OF DOC
BILL & TED’S EXCREMENT ADVENTURE AROUND THE WARD FOR 80 DAYS
WHOSE SPINE IS IT, ANYWAY? AN ORIFICE AND A GENTLE HAND
MED STUDENTS: CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN EVERYBODY LOVES PHLEGMON
FINDING PNEUMO CAN’T HARDLY INTUBATE
COLD HANDS LUKE THE MAN WITH ONE RED, RUBBER CATHETER
DIAL D FOR DISIMPACTION DR. EIBLING, THE LAST SAMURAI
C. DIFF SKIT STAR WARS EPISODE 50: ATTACK OF THE LOANS
OLD STOOL HOW TO LOSE AN EYE IN 10 DAYS BIG FISTULA
THE WIZARD OF OSTMINTY BABINSKI AND CROTCH

and the winner is LASIX UNLOADED